


 School  Live and learn.

 Век живи,  
         век учись!



 Where do we study?

At schools

At home



Schools
State schools

Private Schools



Scar 



Coats of 
armour 



Staircases 



Wand 



Fungi 



Joanne Kathleen Rowling
“ The Philosopher’s Stone”



Hogwarts
 School of Wizardy



 How did Harry and Ron get to Hogwarts one day?

 Ford Anglia



Hogwarts!

Wellcome to



Hogwarts

Hogwarts



Hogwarts is a boarding school. It is a very special place.
 It  is  a very beautiful castle.



 The school is  in Scotland, in high mountains.



 The nature is beautiful.  You can see  Black Lake and high 
towers.



The headmaster of this school is Albus Dumbledore,
 a very good wizard.



The school has many rooms, halls, corridors and 
interesting  sights.



You can see a library.



It is a Great Hall.



We  can see  different rooms.



 These are the talking portraits.



There are  142 moving stairs.



 Professor Sprout – she teaches Herbology



Professor
MacGonagall 
– she 
teaches art 
of wizardry at 
Hogwarts



Professor 
Binns – he 
teaches the 
History of 

Magic, he is 
very old, he is 

a ghost



Professor 
Flitwick, the 

charm 
Teacher



Mister Filch – 
the caretaker 
of the school, 

he hates 
Harry





His birthday is on the 23rd of July in1989.  
His home town is London.





His family 
was not very 
large. His 
parents, Lily 
and James 
Potter were 
killed
when he was 
a year old. 



When he was 11 years old, he got  a letter.  He went to 
study at Hogwarts 
School of Wizardy.



His favourite subjects at school are English and Art. He doesn’t like
 Maths and French.











Questions 1. Who is the 
author of the 
“Hogwarts”?

2. How did the 
students of the 
“Hogwarts” 
react to Harry’s 
arrival?

3. How many 
staircases are 
there in the 
Hogwarts?



Questions 4. Why is Professor 
Binns an unusual 
teacher?
5. What does 
professor Sprout 
teach?
6. What did 
Professor 
Macgonagall do at 
the beginning of 
the lesson?  



LISTENING GAP FILL

Harry Potter is a boy wizard who ___________________over the 
world. He is everywhere. No one _______________________ 
Harry Potter before 1997. That’s when J.K. Rowling published 
her first book. She’s _______________________ Harry Potter. The 
first novel was called ‘Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone’ 
and _______________________ amazing success. Everyone was 
talking about it and Harry became an overnight phenomenon. Six 
more Harry Potter books _______________________ 
_______________________ best sellers. People 
_______________________ every new book. My friends waited 
overnight outside a bookstore _______________________ they got 
their copy of the latest book. My friends are 40 years old! Harry 
Potter _______________________ global industry, with movies 
and merchandise of all kinds. It’s amazing 
_______________________ .



CORRECT THE SPElling ING
Harry Potter is a boy zwidra who has taken over the world. He is 
everywhere. No one had aerhd of Harry Potter before 1997. That’s 
when J.K. Rowling published her first book. She’s the ertcoar of 
Harry Potter. The first onelv was called ‘Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher's Stone’ and it became an amazing susscce. Everyone 
was talking about it and Harry became an honetvigr phenomenon. 
Six more Harry Potter books followed and they all became 
best rlsslee. People went zcary over every new book. My friends 
waited overnight outside a bookstore to make sure they got their 
copy of the esattl book. My friends are 40 years old! Harry Potter 
is now a global rdyntuis, with movies and merchandise of all kinds. 
It’s amazing how big he is.



Harry Potter is wizard has over boy who taken a the world. He is 
everywhere. No one had heard of Harry Potter before 1997. That’s 
when J.K. Rowling published her first book. creator the She’s 
Potter Harry of. The first novel was called ‘Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher's Stone’ and success became an it amazing. Everyone 
was talking about it became and an Harry overnight phenomenon. 
Six more Harry Potter books followed and they sellers best 
became all. People went crazy over every new book. My friends 
waited overnight outside a bookstore they got their to sure make 
copy of the latest book. My friends are 40 years old! Harry Potter 
is now a global industry, with all of merchandise and 
movies kinds. big how amazing It’s is he.


